Upcoming Events

UCI Brain sends out a monthly digest of upcoming brain-related events, news, and positions from units across campus. Check out the complete event calendar and submit your event.

Rongxin Fang, PhD
UCI Center for Neural Circuit Mapping

October 4, 2022
10:00 am - 11 am
VIRTUAL

CNCM Seminar

Analysis of Cortical Evolution with Specially Resolved Transcriptome Imaging

Join the UCI Center for Neural Circuit Mapping in a virtual seminar featuring Dr. Rongxin Fang. Dr. Fang is currently a Howard Hughes Medical Institute fellow of the Dameon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation at Harvard University. He received his Ph.D in Bioinformatics at the University of California, San Diego.

Learn More

Alan Urban, PhD
UCI Department of Neurobiology and Behavior

October 4, 2022
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
IN-PERSON VIRTUAL

Neurobiology and Behavior Seminar

How can functional ultrasound imaging (fUSI) impact your research, and what’s next?

Join the UCI Department of Neurobiology and Behavior in a hybrid seminar featuring Dr. Alan Urban, Assistant Professor of the Department of Neurosciences of KU Leuven Research.

Learn More
Join the Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology in a virtual seminar featuring Dr. Serena M. Dudek, Deputy Chief of the Neurobiology Laboratory and Principal Investigator of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

Learn More

Join the UCI Center for Neural Circuit Mapping in a hybrid seminar featuring Dr. Sean Foxley of the University of Chicago.

Learn More

Join the UCI Center for Neural Circuit Mapping in a seminar featuring Dr. Li Zhang, Professor of Physiology & Neuroscience and Director of the Center for Neural Circuits and Sensory Processing Disorders of the Keck School of Medicine of USC.

Learn More

Join the UCI Epilepsy Research Center in a virtual seminar of their NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series featuring Jessie Buth and Christos Lisgaras, PhD.

NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series

Join the UC Irvine Center for Neurostdbool Circuit Mapping in a seminar featuring Dr. Rongxin Fang, Howard Hughes Medical Institute fellow of the Dameon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation at Harvard University.

CNCM Seminar

Join the UC Irvine Center for Neural Circuit Mapping in a virtual seminar featuring Dr. Sean Foxley of the University of Chicago.

CNCM Seminar

Join the Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology in a virtual seminar featuring Dr. Alan Urban, Assistant Professor of the Department of Neurosciences.

Neurobiology and Behavior Seminar

Join the Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology in a virtual seminar featuring Dr. Serena M. Dudek, Deputy Chief of the Neurobiology Laboratory and Principal Investigator of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

Learn More
Upcoming Events

UCI Brain sends out a monthly digest of upcoming brain-related events, news, and positions from units across campus. Check out the complete calendar to view all positions and to submit your open position for inclusion on our website.

New Positions

Scientific Communications Student Assistant Position
Research Staff
Final Date: Nov 30, 2022

School of Medicine - Pathology
Project Scientist in Chemistry - UCI Institute for Neurotherapeutics
Final Date: Dec 31, 2022

School of Biological Sciences - Neurobiology and Behavior
Junior/Assistant Specialist - Spatial Neuroscience Laboratory
Postdoctoral Fellows/Project Scientists
Final Date: Nov 30, 2022

School of Medicine - Pediatrics
NeuroPlasticity in the Developing Brain
Assistant Professor In Residence - NeuroImaging and Metabolic Health Sciences Clinical Professor Series - Neurology

Faculty Positions

Learn More

In the News

LEARNMEM2023 Submission Deadline Extended ONE WEEK!
Sep 29, 2022

UCI study IDs what brings our senses and thoughts together
Sep 26, 2022

UCI is key member of multi-institution, $126 million NIH brain mapping project
Sep 25, 2022

UCI is key member of multi-institution, $126 million NIH brain mapping project
Sep 21, 2022

Today is World Alzheimer's Day
Sep 22, 2022

UCI Summer Institute in Neuroscience trains tomorrow's leaders in neuroscience
Sep 21, 2022

UCI Alzheimer's project wins $47 million grant from National Institute on Aging
Sep 20, 2022

UCI is key member of multi-institution, $126 million NIH brain mapping project
Sep 20, 2022

Rajendra Morey, MD, MS

Conte Center @ UCI

October 25, 2022
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

VIRTUAL

Leveraging Team Science at a Global Scale to Investigate the Neurobiology of PTSD

Join the Conte Center @ UCI for a virtual seminar hosted by Victoria Risbrough, UCSD, featuring Dr. Rajendra Morey, Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Duke University.

Learn More

NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series

Join the UCI Epilepsy Research Center in a virtual seminar of their NextGen Epilepsy Seminar Series featuring Jessie Buth, a PhD Student in the Novitch Lab at UCLA and Christos Lisgaras, PhD, a Postdoctoral Fellow of the Scharfman Lab at the Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research.

Learn More
The UCI Brain community is hiring. Below are a few of the open positions at UCI. Visit our website to view all positions and to submit your open position for inclusion on our website.
Faculty Positions

**Health Sciences Clinical Professor Series - Neurology**
School of Medicine - Neurology
Final Date: Jun 30, 2023

**Assistant Professor In Residence - NeuroImaging and Metabolic NeuroPlasticity in the Developing Brain**
School of Medicine - Pediatrics
Final Date: Nov 30, 2022

Postdoctoral Fellows/ Project Scientists

**Junior/Assistant Specialist-Spatial Neuroscience Laboratory**
School of Biological Sciences - Neurobiology and Behavior
Final Date: Dec 31, 2022

**Project Scientist in Chemistry - UCI Institute for Neurotherapeutics**
School of Medicine - Pathology
Final Date: Nov 30, 2022

Research Staff

**Scientific Communications Student Assistant Position**
UCI Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory
First Review: Oct 14, 2022

Browse All Positions